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“ Machinery for carrying out Sea-Works.” 
By WILLIAM EYRE EENXY, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E. 

THE Author  had collected the  materials for this communication 
before the  Paper on the same subject, by Mr. Walter Pitt,l reached 
him, and, in  order to avoid repetition,  he  has omitted some 
descriptions of machinery, and  has  adapted  his  remarks  to  the 
point of view of the  executive  engineer  rather  than  to  that of the 
designer of plant  for sea-works. The subjects treated  are :- 

Meteorological instruments  and special apparatus for carrying 
out  marine-engineering  surveys ; building-  and  dredging-plant ; 
and  the  application of transmitted power to harbour  plant. 

METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS, &c. 
When sea-works have  to  be  carried  out  under circumstances 

which do not  admit of assistance from meteorological reports, it 
will  be  found  convenient  and economical to include in the office 
equipment a standard  mercurial barometer, an aneroid barometer, 
a set of wet-  and  dry-bulb thermometers, a self-registering 
anemometer (preferably of the  tube  pattern), a rain-gauge  and a 
self-registering tide-gauge. By  the  aid of regular observations 
with  such  instruments  at New Plymouth  and Gisborne Harbours, 
N.Z., and  by  carefully  watching  the  drift of clouds, atmospheric 
effects and  the colour and motion of the sea, it was found possible 
to  make  fairly reliable weather predictions, and  very  slight loss 
was suffered from  unforeseen storms, although  several  abnormally 
severe  gales occurred. At Gisborne it was  found that  when  the 
diver  reported  the  water  to be  exceptionally  clear, a gale from 
seawards almost invariably occurred within  twenty-four hours. 
The meteorological observations  should form a part of the  regular 
duty of an assistant engineer, and  preferably of the officer who is 
executing, or has executed, the  marine surveys,  for  these are so 
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dependent on the  weather  that it is necessary for him to become 
conversant with  the local conditions relating  to them. 

Apparatus  for carrying out Navine-Engineering Suvveys. - An 
exact method of determining  the position of an isolated rock OP 
shoal is  that  by means of three theodolites on shore, so placed 
that well-conditioned triangles can  be  obtained, the observations 
being made  simultaneously at  given  signals from a launch or boat. 
When  the position of a buoy is  being fixed, care should be taken 
that  the boat is as nearly over the mooring as possible in order 
that  the anchor may be  picked up  in case of the buoy breaking 
away ; and when a mean position is being  indicated,  the  prevailing 
winds and currents  must be considered, and the  approximate bear- 
ing and distance of the mooring  noted to  facilitate  its recovery 
in case of the  chain  parting. 

Measurement of Disfances.-In the  setting  out of marine works, 
or in  the  making of a survey  in  which  extreme accuracy is desir- 
able,  steel bands 0.30 inch X 0.025  inch in  cross-section will  be 
found useful. They should  be  marked  every 100 feet,  joined up 
i n  lengths of 500 feet  with cliphooks, and kept wound on drums 
immersed in  lime-water. When  in use the  drums should be 
mounted in  winches at  the  stern of a launch, with dynamometers 
attached  to show the  strain on the band, and when  winding  in 
the  band it should  be passed through a tank of fresh  water  to 
minimize corrosion. For  river-work  these  bands can  be divided 
into 10-foot lengths  or coupled up in  shorter  lengths if necessary. 
To  obtain  exact measurements  between  river-banks, or between 
structures,  the method adopted at  the  Forth  Bridge  will be 
found  to  give  accurate results.’ When  soundings  are required, 
without  extreme accuracy, a t  regular  intervals,  ordinary Russian 
hemp-ropes in 500-foot lengths,  graduated  about  every 10 feet, will 
in some cases be found useful; and if two, or  preferably  three, 
points  have been fixed by observation on the line, the  error  due tQ 
sag  and  stretch  may be approximately eliminated. These ropes 
should be attached to a small “ can-buoy” at points about 250 
feet  apart,  and  stretched as tightly as possible with a tackle or 
winch. 

Current-Meters.-To be thoroughly satisfactory  for use in  sea- 
work, a current-meter  should be strong,  easily managed, fairly 
accurate and capable of being used from  a  boat, or  small vessel, in  
a seaway. When  nothing  better is available, an ordinary “log- 
chip ” will be  found  useful, and may be adjusted  to various  depths. 

“The Forth Bridge,” Engineering, Feb. 28, 1590, p. 12 of reprint. 
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Care must be taken, by revolving i t  slowly when  dropping it 
overboa.rd, to  avoid its  presenting  its edge to  the  current.  The 
Author  has  found  under  certain circumstances an ordinary  Walker 
log, with  the blades enlarged  and  the  dials  graduated accordingly, 
and  fitted  with an adjustable float (a table of corrections for 
slip  at  various speeds, constructed from  experiments in  currents 
of known velocities, being used), gives  fair  results,  but  time is con- 
sumed in  making  the observations. In  river-work ancl in smooth 
water more delicate  instruments can  be used, and those are  to be 
preferred which communicate their readings  electrically  to the 
surface, or  to  the shore. 

The movement of shingle  or sand on a beach or bank can be 
ascertained by depositing brick, or slag, of approximately  the 
same specific-gravity as that of the  materials  forming  the beach, 
and by a diver  or otherwise  periodically examining  their changes 
of position. When a diver is employed for the purpose, he should 
descend  vertically  beneath  the launch, and on reaching  the 
bottom should release a float. The  bearing  and position of this 
float when i t  reaches the surface will  give  approximately  the mean 
direction and the mean speed of the  current, and further infor- 
mation  may be  obtained by  the float being released at  different 
depths. 

Sounding-Apparatus.-A flexible copper wire-rope, graduated  in 
feet, will be  found  to  be an efficient sounding-line. At sea, the 
soundings i n  ordinary  weather should be taken  alternately from 
either  quarter,  but  in bad weather it will be possible to sound 
only from the  weather  quarter. A derrick should be rigged over 
each  quarter, and the  wires should be rove through snatch-blocks, 
lashed to  their heads, and  the  sounding-line should be wound 
on a drum  actuated  by hand- or steam-power. I n  greater  depths 
than 15 fathoms the vessel requires  to be almost stationary  in 
order to  get an accurate sounding. For  obtaining samples from 
the bottom, small  grabs  attache&  to  the lead, and caused to close 
on touching  the bottom by  the release of a, spring,  will be  found 
more efficient than an arming of tallow. 

Apparatus for detecting  shallows.-The apparatus shown in Figs. I 
was constructed and  tried by the  Author in 1891, and  has rendered 
very  useful service during  the execution of marine surveys. It 
consists of a railway bar, A A, 25 feet long, weighing  about 
300 lbs., to each  end of which  -two  bridles  are attached. From 
each end of the  bar one of these  bridles is connected to  the  drag- 
rope  drawn by the steam-launch and  the  other  to  the  lifting-rope 
which is suspended  from  a  boat  towed by  the  launch.  The bridles 
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and  other portions of the gear likely  to chafe are made of +inch 
chain, the  drag-rope of 4-inch Manilla,  and  the  lifting-rope of 
4-inch Russian hemp, graduated  in feet. The boat’s painter is 
attached  to  the  weather-quarter  and  the drag-rope to  the lee- 
quarter. A man on the  launch  adjusts  the drag-rope, and 
slackens it if  the  bar comes into contact with a  rock, and  two men 
are  stationed  in  the boat, the  duty of one being  to hold the  lifting- 
line  and  in case of a  touch to telephone the  depth  as shown by it, 
and of the  other  to assist in lifting  the  bar  when it fouls a rock, 
and to slacken  the  boat  astern  after  the necessary observation has 
been made, and the  drag  has been sufficiently raised to pass over 

Figs. 1. 

I 
I 

I 

the obstruction. When  searching for  isolated pinnacle rocks in  
deep water,  the  bar is suspended at  a depth of 7 fathoms;  in 
depths  not exceeding 11 or 12 fathoms, it is allowed  to follow the 
bottom, and continuous soundings can then be taken  with it and 
telephoned  from the boat. During  the first trial of the  apparatus 
for continuous  sounding,  leads were used simultaneously, but 
many  shallows  were shown by  the  drag,  which escaped the  inter- 
mittent action of the leads. The  apparatus  was approved by the 
Colonial Marine  Engineer of New Zealand in 1891, for use on a 
hydrographical  survey. It is more efficacious than a long chain 
dragged  by  two launches, which, moreover, is useless for continuous 
sounding. 
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Examination of the Bottom.-When a  rocky  bottom is  overlaid  with 
between 5 and 10 feet of sand or mud, reliable  horings  cannot  be 
made from a launch  or a boat, owing  to  the violence and  varying 
direction of their motion in  a seaway, and  the  Author  has  found 
that it is more satisfactory  to employ a diver to measure the  depth 
of the sand. A good diver  will  penetrate a thickness of between 
10 and 15 feet of sand  or mud, partly by digging  and  partly by 
pricking  with a suitably pointed rod, in from ten  to fifteen  minutes. 
A heavy lead is dragged  along  the bottom by the  launch,  and 
the  diver follows it by means of a stray  line ; when  the lead is 
in  position, the  diver  is telephoned and  takes  the boring. 

Nurine Surveys, &c.-A steam-launch possesses great  advantages 
over a boat,  for  work  can  be carried on by  its means in  weather 
which would render it impossible from a  boat, and less time is 
lost  in  moving from place to place. If  the  surf on a bar or beach 
renders the use of a  steam-launch  inadmissible,  a  whale-boat, 
30 feet long, 7 feet  wide  and 2 feet 9 inches deep, propelled by  six 
oars, and  steered by an oar  over the  quarter  in  addition to the 
rudder,  fitted  with a triangular  metal centre-board, and  rigged 
with  jib  and  two  French  (standing) lugs, will be  found  a good 
weatherly  craft,  and  large enough  for  a diver  to  work from. 

BLOCK-YARD MACHIXERY AND PLAXT. 

In the execution of harbour works in  new countries,  a  uniform 
gauge should, if possible, be  adopted for all  the  railways in con- 
nection  with them. In  New  Zealand the 3 feet 6 inches gauge 
has been found convenient and  fairly economical, unless a connec- 
tion  with  very  distant  quarries  through  rough  country  is necessary, 
but  then  nothing less than a metre  gauge should  be used. 

A plan  and cross-sections of the Gisborne block-yard, as con- 
structed  by Mr. John Thomson, B.E., Engineer  to  the Gisborne 
Harbour Board, are shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. The sand-floor, 
capable of holding 670 tons of sand, was  situated  at  the  north- 
west  end of the  yard,  at a height of 9 feet above the  level of 
service-line No. 1, over which a timber frame-work was  built  to 
the same height  as  the sand-floor, and connected with it by  barrow 
ways. Along  these the sand was wheeled in  barrows and dropped 
into  skips on a trolly  standing on the  rails  beneath  the framework. 

The floor of the cement-shed was 14 feet above the same 
service-line, and  the  crusher platform  was built  up  to  the same 
level. Above the cement-shed was  a  simple  system of cranes for 
handling  the casks, and  two hoppers  were  provided fitted  with 
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slides, worked by  two levers, to cut off the  requisite  quantity of 
cement, their  capacity  being adjustable. Stone for the blocks was 
brought from quarries 32 miles  distant,  and was tipped on to  the 
crusher platforms, or run down  to the  yard or breakwater for use 
as displacers. Upon the  crusher  platform  three Blake-Marsden 
15-inch X 9-inch stone-crushers and a 25-HP.  semi-portable engine 

Fig. 2. 
S& o f  m Ell, 

I Z W G A N I l I I  , & I V E Y .  *---t 

l l l 

!& IB K: 

Scales-Fig. L', ?CO feet to 1 inch ; Fcgs. 2, L and 5, 65 feet to 1 inch. 

BLOCK-YARD AT GISRORNE HARBOUR-PLAN AND SECTIONS. 

were  installed.  Each  crusher  discharged  into a pair of shoots 
fitted  with  measuring  shutters,  and these  emptied into  two  skips 
on service-line No. l, the shoots being so arranged  that  both  skips 
were filled at  the same time  without moving the trolley. The 
cement-shoots were arranged in a similar manner. The skips, 
after  receiving sand,  cement and brokenlstone (in  the order named), 
were drawn  under  the mixer by horses. 
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The block-moulds, which were  constructed from a design  by 
the  late Sir John Coode, with wooden and cast-iron cores for the 
lewis holes, were arranged in  groups of .the various sizes in pairs 
on level concrete floors. 

The  inner  Goliath  crane-rail was also used for the mixers. The 
gauge of the Golia.th line  was 55 feet,  and of the  mixer  line 
18 feet 6 inches, both  lines  being  laid  with steel-flanged rails 
on longitudinal sleepers, 15 inches X 15 inches and 12 inches X 
12 inches  respectively, the  Goliath  rails  weighing 86 lbs., and 
the  mixer  rails 56 lbs. per  yard. It is  very  important in  the use 
of wide-gauged  cranes that especial care  should be taken  in  laying 
the rails,  to  secure solidity and accuracy of line  and level. The 
Author  has noticed several cases in  which  slight negligence of 
these  points  has caused an unnecessary amount of wear and  tear 
of the ground-wheels and  travelling-gear,  in  addition  to  general 
straining of the  structure. 

For  filling bag-boxes a hole was sunk in  the middle of the  yard, 
into which the box was lowered by  the Goliath. Mixer No. 2 
then  travelled over it,  and,  after  filling  the bag-box, passed on. 
The  Goliath  next  lifted  the bag-box on to a block-truck ready to 
be  run down to  the breakwater. I n  filling  the 30-ton bag-box, 
both mixers  were employed, the concrete from No. 2 mixer being 
passed on by the  Goliath  in a 154011 bag-box, which required to 
be  gradually opened when  adding  this semi-liquid mass of con- 
crete  to  the  similar  material  already  in  the  larger bag-box. Salt- 
water  was used for making  the concrete, and it was pumped from 
the  river by a Cameron pump  into a 6,000-gallon cast-iron tank, 
placed at  the same level as the  crusher platform,  from  whence it 
gravitated  into  the  mixer-tanks  as required. Fresh  water  was 
used in  the boilers. 

Suggested  Improvements.-Although the  general  arrangement of 
this  yard proved to be fairly convenient, some improvements may 
be suggested on minor points. Time would be saved if, instead of 
the barrow-ways and hand-barrows at the sand-floor, self-righting 
skips,  hung on travelling  or overhead  rails,  were used. A small 
locomotive for drawing  the  skips  containing  dry  materials  to  the 
misers w d d  also. have been much more convenient and expe- 
ditious, and more economical than horses, and  the wear and  tear 
on the  yard would have been  considerably  diminished. 

Concrete Mizers.-Both mixers  were of the  Lee  type,l  which, 
mounted on timber frames, travelled over the rows of block-moulds 

Minutes of  Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. cxiii. p. 4. 
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and bag-box recesses. The  average  output of each, when block- 
making,  was  about 68 cubic yards per day of eight hours, and the 
best day’s work was 82 cubic  yards,  which, however, could have 
been  increased if necessary. The average coal-consumption for 
each mixing  was  about 8.7 lbs., and,  with four block-moulds 
worked at  the same  time,  seventeen  men and  two boys were 
employed at  the sand-floor, the cement-shed, the crusher-platform, 
the moulds, the  mixer,  the displacers, and in  driving  trolleys 
carrying skips. Twenty revolutions of the  barrel were found 
amply  suficient  to  ensure  thorough  mixture. 

The cost of block-making, including  stacking,  ranged between 
19 * 5s. and 21 * 7s. per cubic  yard. When monoliths  were being 
filled up, the  mixers discharged into  the 15-ton bag-boxes, which 
were  then  run down to  the  breakwater,  lifted  by  the Hercules 
crane, and emptied. If  small  quantities of concrete were required 
at  the scar  end, i t  was delivered in skips holding 1 cubic  yard. 

A few trifling  improvements  upon  the  mixers  may be  suggested, 
although  they worked admirably,  the  gearing being  well designed 
and  the  workmanship excellent. The  ordinary  turnover-skips cause 
an  appreciable loss of cement on windy  days,  when  the  material is 
being  tipped  into  the  mixer hoppers, which could, no doubt,  be 
remedied by  the use of hopper-skips. The engines  should 
also be protected  from the  grit  and  dust  which is always  flying 
about  by  inclosing  them i n  a plain  iron  casing provided with 
doors. The slides which close the hoppers on the  top of the 
mixers  are difficult to  withdraw,  and  this was effectually remedied 
by  inserting a A-shaped piece of sheet-iron across the  opening 
above the  slide  in order to  diminish  the pressure upon it.  After 
about  two  and a half years’ use, the  mixer  barrels began to 
require  patching.  This  might be  obviated by  lining  the  barrels 

with a removable thin  steel seg- 
mental  lining, held by screws 

Fig. 6- passing  through  the barrel-plates 
and screwed up from the outside. , 

A modified form of Lee  mixer is 
shown in Pig. 6, which would 
allow the concrete to run out 
more freely  than those used a t  
Qisborne. 

,,-.. 

Scale, 6 feet to l inch. At New Plymouth  Harbour  four 
half-yard  stationary Messent mixers  were employed. They were 
so placed that  trolleys  carrying  skips could pass under them to 
receive the mixed charges, a, jib-crane  being used in  the  yard  to 
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tip  the concrete into  the moulds. The cost of blocks so made has 
been stated  to  be between 23s. and 23s. 4d. per cubic yard. 

Mode of testing  Mixers.-With the object of testing  the com- 
parative efficiency of mixers, the  Author conducted some experi- 
ments, by  putting  into  the mixers coarse white sand,  equal in  
quantity to the  sand used when making concrete, fine brown  sand, 
equal  in  quantity  to  the cement used when  making concrete, and 
ordinary broken stone, and  mixing them sometimes as  dry materials, 
and  at  others  with  the  addition of the  usual proportion of water. 
By examining samples of the  mixture  taken  after 5 ,  10, 15, 20, 
and 25 revolutions,  a good idea of the performance of the machine 
may be formed. Experiments conducted in  this  way showed 
that  the  minimum  number of revolutions after which good 
concrete could be  turned out were :-8 to 10 revolutions with  the 
Messent mixer ; 15 to 20 revolutions with  the modified Lee  mixer, 
Fig. 6 ;  and 20 to 25 revolutions with  the  ordinary Lee mixer. 
The  Author  has  not  applied  this  test to  a  continuous mixer; 
but,  excepting for large bags or monolithic work, he considers the 
intermittent mixer more suitable  in  every respect for block-making. 
The speed a t  which  the  mixer  is revolved is important. I f  too 
rapid, some of the  materials  will be driven  by  centrifugal force 
into remote  corners without mixing ; if too slow, there  will  not 
be sufficient incorporation per revolution, and time will be  lost ; 
and  the speed is variable according  to the  materials used. 

Most suitable type of Mixer for Sea-Works.-For large works two 
structures  are advisable,  somewhat similar to those at Gisborne, 
each with  two  half-yard Messent mixers, so arranged  as  to be 
driven  either  alternately  or  together,  with it crane for hoisting 
the  dry materials. The Messent mixers require less height to 
work in than those of the  Lee  type,  and can  be more easily con- 
structed  to pass the Goliath. For bag-work, and for supplying 
concrete for work in situ, a mixer of the  Punchard  type, SO raised 
as to allow the block-trucks carrying  the bag-boxes to pass under 
it and  to be quickly filled, would make the  mixing-plant complete. 

Mixing by hand is inapplicable in countries  where wages are  as 
high  as  in New Zealand;  but  with Chinese or other  very  cheap 
labour, the method of mixing described by Mr. G. F. Deacon,' in  
the discussion on Mr. Pitt's Paper, previously  referred to, might  be 
adopted,  provided that  the work  were  supervised by Europeans. 

Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. cxiii. p. 47. 
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BLOCK-YARD CRANES. 

At New Plymouth  Harbour, a Goliath  crane  with a hydraulic 
lifting  cylinder  was employed, capable of liftring blocks weighing 
35 tons. A set of three-throw pumps was fitted to supply  the 
hydraulic pressure, and the load was  lifted on the  bight of a 
chain.  The  crane  travelled on four wheels, two o f  which  were 
drivers, and the  gauge was about 50 feet. Its range of lift  was 
limited, and the  stacking of the blocks in  the  upper  tier required two, 
successive operations, the  gear  having to be altered before making 
the final lift.  At  Timaru, Omaru, and  Napier  harbours  revolving 
diagonal jib-cranes  for stacking  and  loading  up  in  the  yard  were 
employed, similar to those used also for block-setting a t  those ports. 

T?ae Goliath Crane at Gisborne.-At Gisborne Harbour  the per- 
formances of the  Goliath crane, described in &h. Pitt’s  Paper, were 
satisfactory. This  crane  with  its load weighed about 85 tons ; the 
ground-wheels were of solid  cast-steel, and were without springs. 
Purchased in  England  in 1886 for 51,750, it had cost 52,165 when 
ready for  work a t  Gisborne. Whenever, as  at Gisborne, it is. 
important  to  keep  the  design of a blockyard compact, a crane 
of the  Goliath  type  is cheaper in first cost, and is as efficient 
as any  other crane. It occupies the  minimum  amount of space 
while  at work, whereas a revolving  crane would have  required a 
working  radius of a t  least 30 feet, and a clearway of a t  least, 
22 feet. 

A crane of the  Goliath  type should  be  capable of travelling 
quickly  with its full test-load, and  all, or any, of its  motions 
should  be  capable of gearing-in  simultaneously or separately. 
The speeds of working  in slow gear should  be  for lifting  about 
10 feet per minute, for travelling 40 feet  per  minute, and for 
traversing 50 feet  per  minute, and in  quick  gear these  speeds 
should be multiplied by 29. I f  weights exceeding 19 tons are 
to be worked, a Matthews  hydraulic  brake should  be  fitted. 
Ample boiler-power should  be supplied, and means for lifting 
fuel  and  supplying  water should be fitted. In  order  to diminish  the 
chance of synchronizing  the periods of vibration, a donkey-pump 
or an injector is preferable to a feed-pump, worked by  the main 
engine. If the  weight of the  crane exceeds that of the Gisborne 
Goliath, wheels with  steel  tires  and cast-iron  centres  should be 
fitted. If  the machine has  to  be  landed  in  lighters from an open 
roadstead, no separate  part should weigh more than 7 tons. 

New type of a GoZiath Crane.-In some yards of restricted  length 
the  Goliath  is traversed  over to a second set of moulds and block- 
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stacks, but   i t  would be found more convenient  to  obviate this  by 
an arrangement such as that shown in Fig. 7, intended to tarty 
four half-yard Messent mixers, in  which these  can  pass under  the 
crane  with  the minimum amount of dismantling. I n  order that 
the  lifting  machinery  may  have freedom to  travel  with  its load 
over the whole length of the machine, the  upright frames a t  the 
ends and at  the  centre  are constructed in  two portions, which  are 
braced together  by  the  iron beam below, to which  the wheels are 
fitted,  and  by a horse-shoe shaped stiffener above, of sufficient 
height  to allow the  traveller  to pass beneath it. The boiler and 
machinery  are mounted  respectively upon the  two platforms 
carried  by  the  two  separate portions of the machine. The  Goliath 
travels upon twelve wheels, of which four are  fitted to  each  frame. 

Fig. 7. n 

Scale, 30 feet to 1 inch. 

One  such  mixer would easily  keep  up  the same supply of blocks 
as two of those a t  Gisborne. The probable cost of such a crane, 
with a gauge of 105 feet  and capable of working 30-ton blocks, 
would be from 75 to 80 per cent. more than  the Gisborne  Goliath. 

BLOCK-SETTING PLANT. 

On several  harbour-works in  New  Zealand “diagonal-jib- 
cranes ” have been employed for  block-setting,  capable of lifting 
between 30 and 40 tons, a t  a radius of from 30 to 35 feet. They 
were  mounted on low  trucks,  travelling on sixteen single-flanged 
wheels, arranged over  two 3 feet 6 inches gauge lines, laid  with 
flanged rails  weighing 56 lbs. per  yard. The speed a t  which 
these  cranes could work was slow when compared with  that of 
a Hercules, but  they were  otherwise  satisfactory  when employed on 
breakwaters constructed on the inclined-block system (Figs. 8 
and 9). The blocks on this system  were generally  set on a rubble 
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mound approaching to within 3 or 4 fathoms of low-water of spring 
tides. On the  other hand, when employed on regularly bonded 
work, founded on bag-work laid on the rock, they  had  not suffi- 
cient forward command, and  they lowered the blocks too unsteadily 
to  give satisfactory  results. Owing  to  the imperfect  overlap, or  
bond, the bottom blocks in some cases were cracked and broken 
on account of their  having  to resist the whole shearing force of 
their own weight  and of the mass above them. The  consulting 
engineer a t  New Plymouth  breakwater,  which in  design was 
somewhat similar to the  outer  portion of that  at Gisborne,  reported 
that  the  crane used a t  New Plymouth for bag-work could operate 

Fig. S .  

:Scale, 30 feet to 1 inch. 

NAPIER  BREAKWATER-CROSS  SECTIOX 

only 21 feet 2 inches  ahead,  whereas the  revolving  Hercules recom- 
mended by  Sir  John Coode could work a t  from 45 to 50 feet 
ahead, and thus  allow some of the bags to  set before being loaded. 

The New Plymouth  crane cost, inclusive of repairs, about 533,940. 
h point  generally  in favour of the diagonal-jib-crane is  that it is 
likely  to be useful  after  the construction  work is finished. It 
is a fairly efficient machine, in cases where  the  design of the 
work  is compatible with  its command, and probably more so than 
the  rectangular crane, but its small command limits  its applica- 
bility  to one class only of breakwater work. 

Rectangular Crarzes.-The Tit.ans 1 used at  Kurrachee, illadras, 
and Mormugao, were  rectangular machines (i.e., cranes with 

* Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. csiii. p. 9. 
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motions in  three co-ordinate directions) of an early  type,  and 
they were stated  during  the discussion on Mr. Pitt's  Paper  to 
have  given satisfactory  results. During  the  early stages of the 
work at  New Plymouth  Harbour, a Titan was also used. I t  was 
capable of setting blocks weighing 35 tons  about 20 feet  ahead of 
the finished work. The row of blocks on the weather-side had to 
be  lifted  by  the crab-tackle  between the girders,  a second tackle 
from an  overhanging  arm  being  then used to  swing  them  out to a 
sufficient distance. Eight ground-wheels  were provided, arranged 
in  pairs  under  the end uprights of the  truck,  the  travelling motion 
being  mainly  transmitted  by  shafting  and worm-gear. The  general 
work performed by  this  crane was  satisfactory, but  the machine 

Fig. 9. 

S d e ,  30 feet to 1 inch. 
NAFTER BREAKTATER-LONGITUDINAL SECTION. 

was  unsuitable  for  the cross-section of the  breakwater,  and it was 
abandoneC in favour of the  low-truck  revolving diagonal-jib- 
crane mentioned above. From some data obtained by  the  Author, 
it appears that  block-setting with this machine cost between 49. 6d. 
and 5s. per  cubic yard.  At  the  termination of the work this  Titan 
was dismantled, taken  to pieces, and stored. I t s  approximate cost 
had been between S3,OOO and S4,OOO. Nearly  all  the  rectangular 
machines possess the  disadvantage  that  they  are  unable  to  travel 
with  their load, which reduces their command, and  there  is  small 
scope for their employment when  their  work  as block-setting 
machines is finished. 

Gisborne Hercules Crane.-The Hercules a t  Gisborne (Figs. IO), 
which could radiate  through  about 224' on either  side of its 
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centre-line, was constructed entirely of iron  and steel, and  was 
capable of lifting 30-ton blocks at a radius of G2 feet. Cross- 
sections of the  breakwater  showing  the command of the crane on 
either side are shown in  the Figs. The distance from the end of 

Figs. 10. 

Longitudinal Section. 

Cross-sections, showing command of Cmnc. 
Scale, 32 feet to 1 inch. 

GISBORNE BREAKWATER. 

the finished work to  the  centre of the load at  the  extreme  radius 
was 46 feet. The  gauge was 15 feet  and  the  clearway  under  the 
truck 13 feet 74 inches. Power was supplied to  the Hercules by 
a vertical boiler 10 feet high  and 5 feet  in diameter, with Galloway 
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tubes, and a pair of engines  with 10-inch cylinders  and  stroke 
of 14 inches. The load was  lifted on 14-inch  chain,  one part 
being a hauling  part,  which coiled on to a  spirally-grooved barrel, 
5 feet long  and 4 feet 6 inches in diameter, reeved so that  there 
was no alteration of height  when  the  radius  was  being changed. 
The  lifting  chain  was  well supported  over the  jib  by  two of the 
Pit t  tumblers. The  total  lift was slightly over 50 feet, and enough 
chain was coiled on the  barrel  to lower the block 41 feet t5 inches 
below the rail-level. 

Racking motion was communicated to  the  block-lifting  carriage 
by an endless steel  hawser,  inches in  circumference; but  this 
was seldom used, the change of position being made by  moving 
the machine bodily. The degree of accuracy of movement attained 
by  travelling  in  this  manner proved to be quite as great  as  that 
attained  by  racking. A l-yard U Wild single-chain  dredger ” was 
arranged  to work at  any  point  along  the  jib. When the  radius 
was being changed, the  lifting  and  racking motions were both 
in gear,  and were so arranged  that no change of height took 
place. Block-lowering was controlled by a Matthews  hydraulic 
brake, which is an indispensable fitting,  and  the  grab  and  racking 
motions by  ordinary  strap brakes. A brake on the  slewing motion 
would have been useful. The  gearing  was so arranged  that all, or 
any, of the motions  could  be performed simultaneously, the  levers 
actuating  the  clutches  being  all  brought  together  to one platform. 
The  crane  ran on twelve double-flanged wheels, the  treads  being 
2 feet 6 inches in  diameter, arranged in groups of three  under 
the ends of the lower truck girders, two wheels in  the  rear  group 
on each side  being coupled as drivers. The  crane  travelled  easily 
and well with  the  full  working load at  the  extreme radius, and 
on several occasions passed over  bad  portions of the  line  without 
any trouble. The  total  length of the wheel-base was 31 feet, the 
machine being designed to pass round  curves of 460 feet radius. 
The  total  weight of this  crane was about 181 tons, and  its 
operation showed that,  in cranes with  similar wheel-bases and 
wheel-pressures, springs  are  not  absolutely necessary, but no 
doubt lessen wear and  tear.  This  crane was  capable of lifting 
a considerably great,er  number of blocks than  the  divers could 
deal wj.th. The  ballast was composed of old railway iron, and 
small concrete blocks. An ordinary  davit  with  the  fall  led to a 
winch end on the  engine  shaft, answered satisfactorily for lifting 
fuel. TYhen working  in  windy weather, a flexible speaking-tube 
was used for communicating with  the  driver. 

The cost of block-setting below water  per cubic yard at Gis- 
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borne for an average  day's  work, say  eight blocks, or 80 cubic 
yards, was as follows :- 

S. 
Craneage and labour  in the blockyard . . . 0.42 
Transport of blocks to the pier-head . . . 0.17 
Craneage at  the  pier-head . . . . . . 0.57 
Labour (including two divers) . . . . . 0.93 

Total . . . 2'09 

Or about 2s. lid. per  cubic  yard. 

The cost of block-setting in  the lowest course varies with  the 
roughness of the bottom. 

The  large  overhang of this machine was most  useful  when 
the monolith  sections  were being  built  up,  but for  depositing 
dredgings  its  inability  to  radiate  through a complete circle caused 
great inconvenience. When  dredging  out  the foundation, from 80 
to l50 cubic yards per day of stiff mud had  to be lifted,  and  either 
dropped  over the  weather side, or  into  trucks  standing below the 
crane, and this necessitated their  travelling  twice  the distance 
that,  with a revolving crane, would have been sufficient. When, 
however, cement or other  small loads  were required  to be  dis- 
charged  from shipping,  the  dredger  chain was used, and at  this 
work the  Eercules proved itself as quick and handy as a locomotive 
&ton crane. If  its  gauge  had been 18 feet 6 inches  instead of 
l 5  feet, it could have been constructed to revolve at  an extra 
cost of about 5600. It was purchased in  England for 55,300 in  
1887, and when  erected in  New  Zealand  ready for work had cost 
about 56,560. It has rendered most efficient service, and,  with 
the exception of the  lifting-chains,  has suffered very  slight wear. 

General Remarks.-A block-setting crane  must  have  capacity for 
rapidly  dealing  with  the  heaviest load likely  to occur during  the 
progress of the works, and both for the purposes of dredging  the 
foundations down to  the solid, and for  bag- and block-setting 
work, must  have  absolute command over the scar end  and  weather 
side. The  truck  must possess sufficient clearway  to  allow the 
rolling stock in use  to pass under it, and the  crane should be 
adapted for  employment  on other works of various  designs after 
the completion of the  work for which it was specially  constructed. 
The  revolving  Hercules  is  undoubtedly  the  type of crane  which 
most efficiently fulfils these conditions. Revolving jib-cranes, 
rectangular machines, and  radiating machines, are all useful on 
works of certain designs, but  the  revolving  Hercules  is capable of 
carrying  out  all  and any style of sea-work up  to  the  limit of its 
greatest reach. 
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Mode of Attachment  to  Blocks.-For blockyard and above-water 
work  the  ordinary  T-ended lewis-bars  passing vertically  through 
the block, and 6 feet  apart,  were used a t  Gisborne, and  were  founa 
quite  satisfactory;  little or no gain  in speed would have  been 
effected by  using  bars of a more complicated  design. 

Bapsetting Plant.-Bag-boxes similar to  those  described in  
Mr. Pitt’s  Paper  were  used at  New Plymouth,  Napier  and 
Gisborne. One 30-ton and two  15-ton  bag-boxes  were  found suffi- 
cient a t  Gisborne  for all requirements. A  plain  iron  tray  was 
used  for  depositing  small  bags  weighing  between 1 ton  and 4 tons, 
suspended by  four chains,  two of which  were  shackled  into  a  slip- 
link,  which  was  either  tripped  from the crane  or  released  by the 
divers. The tipping-box  used at  La Guaira 1 is useful in cases 
where  very  large  bags  are  required,  but  its use is  generally confined 
to  working  bags  that  are beyond the capacity of ordinary cranes. 

Floating Plant for Bag-  and Block-Setting.-The use of floating- 
plant for this purpose is usually  restricted to  depositing  random 
block-, bag- or  rubble-work, and it cannot  be  usefully  employed 
in  exposed situations,  except  during  long periods of perfectly 
smooth  weather. An iron  steam-punt,  capable of depositing con- 
crete  bags of between 50 and 60 tons weight,  was  constructed  for 
New Plymouth  harbour,  but  was never used. The accuracy of its 
work  would  probably  not  have  approached that of a crane working 
on the pier. At Napier  an  iron hopper-barge  was used for  de- 
positing the rubble-mound  sufficiently  far  ahead of the  super- 
structure  to allow it to become thoroughly  settled  before  blocks 
were  set. For work of this description  floating  plant  is a 
necessity. An example of a floating  self-propelling  crane, 
capable of working  in moderate  weather, is  that constructed by 
Messrs. Lobnitz & Co., for  Pernambuco  harbour.2 

AUXILIARY DREDGING-PLANT SOMETIMES REQUIRED. 

At (Xisborne a 7-inch  Ball  sand-pump  was  included in  the  plant, 
in  case the  Hercules  grab should be unable  to  keep the founda- 
tions sufficiently  clear of sand;  but it was  found that  the crane 
grab could easily  accomplish all  the  dredging  required for laying 
the foundations. 

I f  a quantity of mud or other  material  that  a sand-pump  cannot 
lift has  to be removed, one or  two  single-chain  dredgers,  mounted 

Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. cxiii. p. 23. 
The  Engineer, vol. lxxiii. 1892, pp. 2, 3, and 6. 
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on a self-propelling  barge, will be found  convenient ; and if rock 
has  to  be  dealt  with, one or two  Lobnitz rock-cutters 1 can be 
installed on board, as well  as  the grab-dredgers. If the rock is 
comparatively  soft, and a ladder  dredger  is  available, some of the 
buckets  may be removed and replaced by  strong  claws;  the 
machine is  then capable of doing efficient work. 

PLANT FOR CARRYING OUT MISCELLANEOUS WORK. 
Drilling Bolt-Holes.-Much time  and labour are  often expended 

in drilling bolt-holes by hand  in concrete-work  faced with  timber, 
Fig. 11. 

[ ~ :-pp-.- .-=:I-= 
~~~ ~ 

__----..--_----_--_______ - 
Scale, 8 feet to 1 inch. 

~~~ - 

or where  timber  wharves abut  against  the concrete work. This 
would be obviated  if a machine-tool  similar to  the  ordinary rock- 
drill were  employed,  actuated directly by steam  from the crane 
boiler, or by  an air-compressor  working on the crane,  or if  an 
electric,  pneumatic, or hydraulic transmission plant were  used 

Diving-Gear.-Diving-gear having  the  regulating-valve in  the 
breast-plate seems to be preferred by divers, and every  helmet 

(Fig. 11). 

Minutes of Proceedings Inst. 'C.E., vol. cxvii. p. 369. 
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should be fitted  with a telephone or a speaking-tube.  Double- 
acting  pumps should  be  used  capable of supplying  two  divers in  
shallow,  or one in deep  water. For work at  the scar  end of a 
breakwater a t  least,  six dresses  per pump should  be  available,  two 
in use, two  under  repair,  and  two in  reserve.  Shot  belts are 
to be  preferred to solid  weights on account of their  being more 
readily  adjusted and more convenient to  the diver. 

I n  works  where a staging  is required, a self-propelling  canti- 
lever  carrying  a  pile-driver  is useful. When necessary, it could be 
constructed  to  drive  all  the  piles in  one  bay  simultaneously. 

THE APPLICATION OF TRANSMITTED POWER TO HARBOUR PLANT. 

The  nature of the work to  be done by harbour  plant  gives a 
considerable  opening  for the  employment of “ transmitted power,” 
and any of the systems of transmission,  except that  by ropes, which 
are now in general  use  more or less  applicable. In  most cases 
it will be found more convenient  and economical to employ the 
ordinary  independent, self-contained  steam-machinery ; but elec- 
tricity, water-power, or air  under pressure are  in  many cases 
applicable. Turbines or Pelton  wheels will be found to  give 
excellent  results as generators, and hydraulic pressure might  be 
easily  transmitted for the purpose of working most of the locomo- 
tive, as well as the  stationary machinery,  employed on sea-works. 
In  applying it to fixed machinery  there need  be no departure 
from ordinary practice, but  when  applied  to locomotive  cranes 
and mixers  a travel  much exceeding that  given  to  ordinary 
hydraulic cranes  would have  to  be allowed for. I f  hydraulic 
pressure  were  used, the most suitable connection  would be by 
means of a  flexible  pipe or hose coiled on a drum  attached to the 
crane  or mixer, and so geared to  the  travelling motion that it 
would take  np  the pipe  or hose as  the crane or mixer  advanced 
or retired.  Flexible  metal  tubing  may  be constructed to  with- 
stand  a pressure of 700 lbs. to  the square  inch,  as  described  by 
Mr. Gilbert Redgrave,’ and would be suitable for the purpose. 

The electrical  system of transmission of power  is,  however, the 
most applicable and is economical in  first cost, especially in  cases 
where  water-power is available to  drive  the generators;  and 
with an electrical  installation it also becomes easy to  arrange 

1 Report of the  British  Association for the  Advancement  of  Science, Edin- 
burgh, 1892, p. 870. 
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lights for use in tide-work or in  regular  night-work. I t  will pro- 
bably be found more convenient than  hydraulic power. 

The  following  Table shows the comparative  first cost and cost of 
working of the different methods :- 

m t l l o r l .  I?rmnrl<s. 

0.25 Includcs  Hcrcules. 

0.26 Indcgcntlcnt Hercules. 

Electric . . . 1 13,400 

Independent . I 11,000 

0’32 ,, 2.20 Pneumatic . . ~ 14,000 

0’29 Includes  Hcrcnles. 2.00 

1.95 1 .. 1 

The  Paper is accompanied by  six drawings, from which  the 
Figs. in  the  text  have been prepared. 

[APPEKDIX. 
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A P P E N D I X  . 
. .- 

LIST OF P L A N T  FOR CARRYIGG OUT A CONCRETE BREAKWATER IN AN EXPOSED 
SITUATION. BASED ON THE GISBORNE PLANT PURCHASED IN 1886 ARZ) 1887 . 
(Quarries 3f miles from the Works.) 

1 . Special  Plant used at Gkborne Harbour . (Maker's prices in 1887.) 
E S . d . 

Hercules  block-setting  crane  (tested  to 40 tons) . 6 ,  000 0 0 
Goliath  travelling-crane  (tested to 40 tons) . . l ,  750 0 0 
Two Coode concrete-mixers . . . . . . .  1 .  386 0 0 
One 30-ton bag-box . . . . . . . . .  250 0 0 
Two  15-ton bag-boxes . . . . . . . . .  20G 0 0 
Twenty  tested  lemis-bars . . . . . . .  45 0 0 
Half-yard  Wild  grab-drcdge . . . . . . .  106 5 0 
Ball  sand-pump . . . . . . . . . .  750 0 0 
Duplicates of wearing  parts . . . . . . .  226 0 0 
Ten block-trucks  (tested  to 40 tons) . . . . .  670 8 0 
Block-moulds . . . . . . . . . . .  918 6 0 

Total . . . . . . . .  12. 307 19 0 
-- 
-- 

2 . Ordinary  Plant used at Gisborne Harbour . 
f S . d . 

Three  stone-crushers (Blake.nIarsden, 15 inches X ]  583 

25 HP . C.S. engine . . . . . . . . .  562 G 8 
Special  steam-pump  and  piping . . . . . .  22 10 0 
Cast-iron tanks, &c . ( G ,  000 gallons) . . . . .  82 10 0 
Ten  hydrants  and  surface-boxes . . . . . .  13 9 6 
20 tons of cast-iron water-pipes (4.inch) . . . .  85 15 8 
Galvanised pipes. &c . (328 feet X 3 inches) . . .  19 17 0 
India-rubber hose (240 feet X 2 inches X 3 ply) . 16 4 8 
54011 steam  travelling-crane . . . . . . .  460 0 0 
10-ton hand-derrick . . . . . . . . .  115 16 0 

,, winch . . . . . . . . . . .  -14  10 0 
Small ,, . . . . . . . . . . .  3 1 s  

9 inches) . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Ten  hydraulic  jacks (one 50, three 10, three 6, and} 35 

Twenty-one  London blocks (various sizes) . . .  21 2 7 
Four single-fluke  anchors  and  chains . . . .  23 1 6 
Locomotive (four wheels  coupled) . . . . .  450 0 0 
Forty-five  trucks  and  trolleys . . . . . .  1, 175 0 0 
Railway weigh-bridge (12 feet X 6  feet,  to 20 tons) 90 0 0 
Cement-tester . . . . . . . . . . .  26 19 3 
Forge  fittings . . . . . . . . . . .  14 11 10 
Two iron  tanks . . . . . . . . . . .  18 0 0 

Carried forward . . . .  $3, 833 15 4 

three 3 tons) . . . . . . . . . . .  

-- 
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Brought forward . . . .  
Ten steel l-yard  skips . . . . . . . . .  
Three  sets of diving  gear  (double pumps) . . .  
Divers' and  whale-boats . . . . . . . .  
Duplicates of wearing  parts . . . . . . .  
Small  plant. anchors. chains. boats. ropes. forges. 

benches. turntables.  buckets. sledges. machine- 
tools. &c . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Tools. miscellaneous . . . . . . . . .  

3. S33 1 5 4  
€ S . d . 

110 19 4 
497 7 U 
106 0 0 
31 13 4 

250 0 0 

150 0 0 

Total . . . . . . . .  4. 955 15 0 
-_c 

Abstract: 
Special  plant . . . . . . . .  12, 30 i  1 9 0  
Ordinary  plant . . . . . . . .  4, 985 15 0 

Total cost of complete plant . . 17, 293 14 0 
-.. . 

RATES OF WAGES AT GISBORKE HARBOUR PER DAY OF EIGHT HOURS 

Senior foreman 15 0 
S . d . 

Foreman  fitter . . . . . . . .  12  0 
Drivers. 1st class . . . . . . .  11 0 .. 2nd . . . . . . . . .  10 0 
Firemen . . . . . . . . .  9 0 
Carpenters. 1st class . . . . . .  11 0 .. 2nd . . . . . . . .  10 U 
Blacksmiths . . . . . . . .  11 0 
Foremen.  1st  class . . . . . . .  10 0 .. 2nd . . . . . . . . .  9 0 
Labourers . . . . . . . . .  8 0 
Boatmen . . . . . . . . . .  S 0 

Rank . 
. . . . . . . .  

Foreman  diver (above water) . . .  11 0 .. (below .. ) . . .  24 0 

.. (below .. ) . . . . . .  20 0 
Boys . . . . . . . . . . .  4 0 

Divers (above water) . . . . . .  10 0 
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